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Bananagrams—anagrams to drive you bananas—consist of rhymed couplets, each one containing a pair of anagrams to be solved. One of the rhyming words will always be an anagram, and the couplet itself will offer clues to help solve the anagrams. Answers will be found in Answers and Solutions at the end of the issue.

It's questions like these that make me balder:
Was there a mobile over the xxxxxx of Xxxxxx?

I see silver wherever I see spoons;
No one I know has xxxxxxxxx xxxxxxxxxx.

That's quite a rash. You must have a bug.
You're feeling low? You need a xxx? Xxx!

Magellan, Bering, Gibraltar, mates.
Xxxxxxxx are drawn to dire xxxxxxx.

Rodin's Thinker is a beaut.
Now there's a xxxxxx that's xxxxxx.

I work alone, he said with pride.
No one to help me. (Xxxxx x xxxx.)

The will was read. Results were dire.
The hopeful xxxx is now for xxxx.

Like your poetry with lots of verve?
Go no further. This xxxxx will xxxxx.

Have a friend with a curious bent?
Just say no. The xxxxxx xxxxxxx.

What could be more terrible than Ivan?
A couch potato eating a xxxxx on the xxxxx.